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MMUSIC Agenda (1)

0900 Agenda Bashing & Status Update (chairs)
Progress on documents, WG charter

0910 Revised SDP (Perkins)
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-new-13.txt

0930 SDP Security Descr. for Media Streams (Wing)
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdescriptions-01.txt

0940 Offer/Answer Examples (Johnston)
draft-johnston-mmusic-offer-answer-examples-01.txt

0950 SDPng Update (Kutscher)
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-06.txt
MMUSIC Agenda (2)

1010  RTP Denial of Service Attacks  (Rosenberg)
draft-rosenberg-mmusic-rtp-denialofservice-00.txt

1020  Interactive Connectivity Establishment  (Rosenberg)
draft-rosenberg-sipping-ice-01.txt

1030  RTSP Specification Update  (Westerlund)
draft-ietf-mmusic-rfc2326bis-04.txt
draft-ietf-mmusic-rtsp-nat-01.txt

1100  Internet Media Guides  (Manyfolks)
draft-nomura-mmusic-img-requirements-01.txt
draft-nomura-mmusic-img-framework-01.txt

1130  Wrap-up  (chairs)
WG Status

• Charter: finally updated!

• Recent RFCs
  RFC 3524: Reservation Flows

• With RFC editor
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp4nat-05.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-trans-04.txt

• With IESG (received comments)
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-new-13.txt
  draft-rajeshkumar-mmusic-gpmd-03.txt
WG Status (2)

• With ADs
  draft-ietf-mmusic-srcfilter-05.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-comedia-05.txt

• Completing WG last call
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-bwparam-04.txt

• Misc
  draft-camarillo-mmusic-alt-01.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-kmgmt-ext-07.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-implem-00.txt

WGLC: 28 Jul 03
New WG Work Items?

Coming over from SIPPING

• SDP for Real-time fax
  draft-ietf-sipping-realtimefax-01.txt

• Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE)
  draft-rosenberg-sipping-ice-01.txt